OUT NOW ON KETACORE RECORDS

The Kjærlighetshanske EP, the first release on Dutch record label Ketacore
Records, hits the streets in December 2005. It contains five hard experimental
tracks, that can be described as breakcore, industrial hardcore, speedcore and
such. It's pressed on 12" transparent orange coloured top quality 160 grams
vinyl. All sleeves have handmade spray-painted artwork: so every sleeve is
unique!

TRACKLISTING:
MP3s of these tracks can be found on
our website: www.ketacore.com
A1
A2
B1
B2
B3

FFF - Naughty Jungle Of Love
HEADACHE - Gangsta (5:48)
CAPSLOCK - Ketacore (4:20)
B.SLAVE - Ketamientje (4:00)
TOCSIN - Inoculated (2:14)

(6:26)

ARTISTS & TRACK INFO:
FFF (Rotterdam, The Netherlands) is known for his unique brand of productions,
and for throwing many legendary parties in Rotterdam for years. He has released
on Sonic Belligeranza, Hong Kong Violence, Sprengstoff, Clash Records,
kool.POP and more. For KETA001 he made "Naughty Jungle Of Love", a dirty
noisy speedbreakcore track, finished with a hint of disco, which has proven itself
on the dancefloor on many occasions.
HEADACHE (Tuusula, Finland) has his debut release on KETA001. He is a
talented producer of various styles like drum 'n' bass and gabber and everything
else that comes up in his head. His "Gangsta" track on this record is a fresh
fusion of speedcore and insane breakbeats, with a lovely breakdown.
CAPSLOCK (Hillegom, The Netherlands) is the co-owner of Ketacore records.
Known for his livesets, it was the logical step to get some of his work on vinyl.
Blending industrial, hardcore and breakcore into "Ketacore", his track for this
record is dark, yet with a wink.
www.capslock.nu
B.SLAVE (Huizen, The Netherlands) has his roots in the speedcore genre, but
now focuses more on the broken core, and more abstract industrial sounds. He
contributes to the first Ketacore with a brutal industrial hardcore track:
"Ketamientje".
www.bslave.com
TOCSIN (New Jersey, USA) is a rare collective of three hardcore producers from
the States. They have released on Apocalypse, Bastard Loud, Industrial Strength
and more. They complete this record with "Inoculated", a filthy speedcore track.

CONTACT:
ketacore.com

Stefan: hell_e_gom@hotmail.com, or call 00316-24238331
Joris: joris@capslock.nu, or call 00316-12147546

